December 4, 2014

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
RFP MODIFICATION No. 2
Integrated Regional and Statewide Travel Demand Management (TDM) Program
Delivering Support of an Active Transportation and Demand Management (ATDM)
Contract #C031290 (‘ATDM Services’)

Dear Sir or Madam:

Reference is made to the subject solicitation wherein the additional amendments and changes
detailed below hereby incorporated (in RFP order of appearance). With the release of the
Answers to the Second Round of RFP Questions via Complete Attachment 28, the RFP’s
Questions and Answers period is closed. NYSDOT is under no obligation to consider any
questions received after this date yet may consider late questions received only if such is in
the State’s best interest.

The due date for proposals remains unchanged at December 22, 2014.

No other provision of the solicitation is otherwise changed or modified.

A one-page MANDATORY ACKNOWLEDGEMENT reply form is also attached. Please
acknowledge receipt of this correspondence per the instructions given below. Thank you.

Please direct all questions in writing via e-mail to: Mr. Al Hasenkopf of NYSDOT Contract
Management Bureau via alfred.hansenkopf@dot.ny.gov.
* MANDATORY *
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT
MODIFICATION NO. 2
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
Integrated Regional and Statewide Travel Demand Management (TDM) Program
Delivering Support of an Active Transportation and Demand Management (ATDM)
Contract #C031290 (‘ATDM Services’)

An authorized representative of your firm or organization must acknowledge receipt and acceptance of this Modification No. 2 by signing and returning ONLY THIS ONE PAGE of this Modification to the undersigned via inclusion in the Contract Section of your firm’s Cost and Contract Proposal to NYSDOT.

ACKNOWLEDGED AND ACCEPTED:

BY: ____________________________
NAME: __________________________
TITLE: __________________________
FIRM: __________________________

NYS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

BY: original signed by: Alfred P. Hasenkopf, for WILLIAM A. HOWE
Director, NYSDOT Contract Management Bureau